Summer of IMAGINATION
MAY 27 - AUG. 1

For every 20 minutes you read, color in a stone on the path. When you encounter a character on the path, check off a fun activity.

Reach the bridge by reading 460 minutes and completing three activities to earn your midpoint prize. Reach the castle by reading a total of 900 minutes and completing six activities to earn your final prize! Email APLReadingRocks@AuroraGov.org to claim prizes.

PICK 6 ACTIVITIES:

- Find a constellation or planet in the sky
- Attend a library program (visit AuroraLibrary.org for a list of our virtual programs)
- Create a piece of art
- Give back to the community (help a neighbor, volunteer, etc.)
- Read a folktale from another place or culture
- Read outside
- Ask a librarian for a book recommendation (Online Reader’s Advisory at AuroraLibrary.org)
- Find shapes in clouds
- Read with a friend
- Play make-believe
- Cook something following a recipe
- Write a book review (and email it to LibraryOutreach@auroragov.org)
- Write your own fairytale or story
- Ask a family member about your family’s history
- Tell a family member or friend a story

*Prizes are available through Saturday, August 8, 2020, while supplies last.

START HERE
Summer of IMAGINATION

This program is made possible through the financial support of the Friends of the Aurora Public Library. Thank you to all of our partners in literacy:

Friends of the Aurora Public Library
Panera Bread
Texas Roadhouse
Colorado Rapids